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One of the most important candidates of next generation electronics is molecular electronics, as miniaturization of silicon semiconductors reaches its physical and economic bounds. Some studies on electrical transport through nanometer (nm) thick Dielectric Films (DF) are complicated because of local electrical breakdown due to the nm-size characteristics. In order to turn around this problem, one should know the minimal voltage responsible for these nm breakdowns. This can need more difficult measurements and not easy interpretations. In this article, one can propose and present a new technology to minimize the presence of local breakdown that occurs at the nm level and can present a model system to explain what can happen through DF. In this technology, one can sandwich nano-gold particles (Au-pad) between the gold electrode and DF. Gold-nano-particles can play the role of lightning rod effect (or sometimes called lightning conductor). Thus, macro-electrodes can measure currents with ratio nano-particles contacts and thus one ensures the lowest electric breakdown (EBD) voltage of a specific dielectric film. Then, one can use SiO2 thin substrate terminals then varying the applied dc-voltage slowly from 1 volt to the critical (breakdown) voltage. The second case, one can measure the EBD voltage when sandwiching gold bars of 5 nm between the organic film and gold electrode. One expects that net difference between the values of breakdown in the two cases can appear because the larger of gold nanoparticles on the film surface don’t necessarily result in significantly higher breakdown voltages. The above mentioned experiments can be repeated once more but one can replace DF by deoxyribonucleic acid DNA molecule. One expects getting new experimental data about the charge transfer through DNA. This shows the need for combining experimental data with significant model. In this presumed model, one can explain the two opposite effects of the particle size, i.e., increase in defect density in the insulator and decrease in the local electric field intensity. This can lead us to more understanding the mechanism of breakdown and would explain why these systems are vulnerable to electrical breakdown as a result of spikes in regular electrical grids. To confirm that the breakdown occurs really in the nm scale, one can take some image of the film surface before and after breakdown.

To enhance developing molecular electronic devices, one should take into account the following:

1- A suitable method to evaluate all properties (chemical and physical properties) and characteristics of single molecular device.

2- A fabrication process suitable to produce molecular devices. Both items should be synchronically carried out. One should take into account the intrinsic nano-breakdown phenomena that take place through nano-materials and correct self-breaking technology should be used in order to keep the material out of damage. Under high field conditions, particularly under DC, electrical charges accumulate inside a nano-insulating material which distorts the electric field. This would lead to premature aging (due to accumulation of charges at defects) and failure. Zhao et al. [1] have recently shown that thermally heated nano-wires semiconductors break at the midpoint, while metallic nano-wires breakdown near the two ends due to the stress induced by electro-migration. The different breakdown mechanisms for the nano-wires are caused by the different thermal and electrical properties of the materials.

The need for cheap, flexible, and transparent electrical contacts for optoelectronic applications, in particular photo-voltaic and light emitting diodes, has spurred development for novel methods for preparing such contacts. The resulting contacts, in nanometer (nm) cases, have a high aspect ratio (the aspect ratio is the square of the sample length to its breadth); for example contacts with nm size play an essential role during the charge transfer through nano-material such as metal nano-wires [1], carbon nano-tubes [2-3], deoxyribonucleic acid DNA molecule [4]. Generally, such contacts serve to study low conductance nm materials.

Early, it has been shown [5] that rough electrical contacts can influence charge transport through a layer of low conductance material by causing Electrical Breakdown (EBD) which if unaccounted for can lead to artifacts in experimental data. This has been attributed to the increased electric fields at certain locations with minimum thickness. High surface aspect ratio contacts would presumably show similar properties as they, too, might lead to enhanced electric fields. This kind of interpretations could allow choosing or modifying high surface aspect ratio contacts to have the desired optical properties, while keeping the EBD-voltage above an acceptable level. Enhanced EBD can also be manifested in experiments such as edge-contacts [6], breakdowns [7], nanogaps [8], etc. Researches, in these fields, are usually aware of this possibility and try to avoid it for nano-electronic transport measurements. This would be of interest if local current enhancement can help or is the purpose for creating trapped space charges [9,10]. The use of very small contact areas and contacts stability issue, for these single junction methods, requires extensive data collection and tedious statistical analysis to determine the minimal breakdown voltages. To look closely into this issue, one can use a structure which is common to researchers and applications, with one of the contacts a conducting substrate, onto which the low conductance layer is deposited, with a high surface aspect ratio contacts and second contact on the other side of the low conductance film (Figure 1). Such model can investigate what can happen with high surface aspect ratio contacts, if one takes into account the following conditions:

a. The substrate should be chemically and mechanically stable, electronically conducting, and as smooth as possible.
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b. The film (low conductance layer) should be chemically and physically as one well-defined, and as pin hole free as possible. Reproducible and reliable application of the second contact is possible, with and without nm-sized features.

c. The substrate, the film, and the second contact preparations, all need to be reproducible.

d. While one can study the EBD of SiO$_2$ with a thin organic monolayer on its top, the system would be adapted easily for other types of inorganic or organic insulators, for metal (or semiconductors) substrate and for high surface aspect ratio particles of different compositions and shapes. Thus, one can use this method to minimize, as possible, EBD properties of high-k insulators, such as aluminum oxide Al$_2$O$_3$ with high surface aspect ratio contacts. The gold nano particles can play the role of lightning rod effect (or sometimes called lightning conductor) which is expected to reduce the EBD through DF and DNA molecule.
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